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There were many days of laughter
Forgotten was the world around
Days and nights we stayed together
But I feel it’s all over now

Tell the truth now, I know that you’re in doubt
It’s not hard to understand what you are talking about
Once you said – and I believed – your love to me is so true
But baby, baby, look at me, you just make me feel blue

’Cause woman’s sorrow isn’t to lose
Is it hard to understand to get another man?
’Cause woman’s sorrow is to know about the truth
Well, I know you better now, you would ask me the same

So come on now, you won’t see me crying
’Cause we’re old enough to realize that our love is dying
When a boy meets a girl and a man meets a woman everything’s alright
But the magic of the beginning is later out of sight

So don’t forget the feeling that we had one time
Let’s leave like friends that always kept on trying